The S&P BSE SENSEX continued its strong start to the year; a 3.19% increase in March took the index past record highs and to an 11.50% year-to-date return.

Buoyed by a significant state election victory for the ruling BJP party, the Indian Parliament successfully passed the long-anticipated goods and services tax bill. Accompanied by economic data published early in the month that showed robust growth in the Indian economy, a majority of S&P BSE sectors rose in March. Only Telecoms, Healthcare and IT fell. For the quarter, every sector finished higher while Basic Materials led the pack, returning 20.53%.

In line with a continued risk-off sentiment towards Indian equities, Indian small-cap stocks outperformed mid-cap stocks, and both outperformed large-cap stocks this month, and this quarter.

All but one of our Indian equity strategy indices rose over the past month; the S&P BSE SENSEX Inverse Daily was the natural exception. The 5.88% return to Quality ensured it was the best performing strategy in March.

Enhanced Value and Momentum were the best performing equity strategies over the quarter, delivering 24.82% and 20.53%, respectively.

Globally, it was generally a positive month and quarter for equity markets. Despite heightened uncertainty in the middle of the month as the US vote on healthcare reform took center stage, volatility expectations continue to be subdued – VIX fell by 10.68% to finish March at 11.58.

Summary

- The S&P BSE SENSEX continued its strong start to the year; a 3.19% increase in March took the index past record highs and to an 11.50% year-to-date return.
- Buoyed by a significant state election victory for the ruling BJP party, the Indian Parliament successfully passed the long-awaited goods and services tax bill. Accompanied by economic data published early in the month that showed robust growth in the Indian economy, a majority of S&P BSE sectors rose in March. Only Telecoms, Healthcare and IT fell. For the quarter, every sector finished higher while Basic Materials led the pack, returning 20.53%.
- In line with a continued risk-off sentiment towards Indian equities, Indian small-cap stocks outperformed mid-cap stocks, and both outperformed large-cap stocks this month, and this quarter.
- All but one of our Indian equity strategy indices rose over the past month; the S&P BSE SENSEX Inverse Daily was the natural exception. The 5.88% return to Quality ensured it was the best performing strategy in March.
- Enhanced Value and Momentum were the best performing equity strategies over the quarter, delivering 24.82% and 20.53%, respectively.
- Globally, it was generally a positive month and quarter for equity markets. Despite heightened uncertainty in the middle of the month as the US vote on Healthcare reform took center stage, volatility expectations continue to be subdued – VIX fell by 10.68% to finish March at 11.58.
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